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Abstract
Learning from social-media conversations has
gained significant attention recently because
of its applications in areas like rumor detection. In this research, we propose a new way
to represent social-media conversations as binarized constituency trees that allows comparing features in source-posts and their replies
effectively. Moreover, we propose to use convolution units in Tree LSTMs that are better
at learning patterns in features obtained from
the source and reply posts. Our Tree LSTM
models employ multi-task (stance + rumor)
learning and propagate the useful stance signal up in the tree for rumor classification at the
root node. The proposed models achieve stateof-the-art performance, outperforming the current best model by 12% and 15% on F1-macro
for rumor-veracity classification and stance
classification tasks respectively.
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T1:

Putin is missing. www.abcnews.co.ir
Stance: Deny

Source Tweet

Rumor: False

R1:

This is not verified
Reply Tweet
R11:

Stance: Deny

It’s on TV as well
Reply Tweet
Stance: Favor

R2:

He went missing last week
Reply Tweet

Introduction

Online misinformation, commonly called ‘fake
news’, has become a serious problem in society
(Ferrara, 2015) to the extent that they are impacting election decisions (Allcott and Gentzkow,
2017). Many machine-learning approaches have
been proposed to identify and contain the fakenews shared on online social-media platforms
(Jin et al., 2016; Rubin et al., 2016; Rubin and
Lukoianova, 2015; Schifferes et al., 2014; Tacchini et al., 2017; Volkova et al., 2017; Vosoughi
et al., 2018).
One approach that combines
machine-learning and human-intelligence by exploiting stance in reply posts has gained significant
attention recently (Zubiaga et al., 2016a, 2015). In
this approach, we first identify the stance – categorized as ‘supporting’, ‘denying’, ‘commenting’
and ‘querying’ – in the replies to the original post
and then use the stance signal to find rumor veracity i.e. if a rumor is true or false. Prior work

Figure 1: Twitter threads with stance and rumorveracity labels. The conversation tree shown above has
two branches a) T1–R1–R11 and b) T1-R2. R1 and R2
are 1st level reply tweets and R11 is a 2nd level reply
tweet. Stance labels for each reply is relative to the
tweet it is replied to i.e. stance for R11 is with-respectto R1. There is a rumor-veracity label on the root tweet
(T1 in the example above). The goal of this research
is to learn the root tweet’s veracity based on pattern in
replies.

has confirmed that replies to a ‘false’ (misleading)
rumor contain specific patterns, e.g. more replies
deny the claim made in the source post (Zubiaga
et al., 2016b). This approach is promising as people are reasonably good at pointing out misinformation (Babcock et al., 2019) and if such posts
could be automatically found, the post could go
through enhanced scrutiny before it gets circulated
widely.
In this research, we extend this line of work on
rumor-veracity and stance learning by proposing a
new way to represent conversation trees and new
LSTM cells that could be used to detect rumors
more effectively. In past, researchers have explored various models to learn from tree structured
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Figure 2: Normal tree structure (left) and the modified binarized constituency tree (BCTree) structure for the
conversation shown in Fig. 1. On left, a tree with structure representing the original thread in which a node can
have any number of children. On right, a binary tree structure where source post and reply posts are all leaf nodes
such that each reply is placed next to the tweet it was made against and connected to a virtual parent node. E.g.
R11 was made against R1 so are connected to VR1R11.

data (Wang et al., 2007; Gildea, 2004). For rumor
veracity classification, prior research have found
that the approach that performs the best on socialmedia conversations is a sequence model (like the
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) as discussed in (Zubiaga
et al., 2018)). Sequential classifiers like LSTMs
are good at learning temporal structure and are biased to use prior inputs to predict outputs (Eck
and Schmidhuber, 2002). However, when it comes
to comparison tasks like stance classification in
threaded discussions, each reply is made against
a post or a response to a source post (see Fig. 1).
So, we ask, is the regular sequential model apt to
learn the relationship between a source post and
its replies in conversations? Would a model that
can learn the contrast between a source and the
reply tweets be more appropriate for rumor classification? To this end, we propose a new tree
structure that is obtained from social-media conversation trees but allows for easy comparison of
the source and its replies. Additionally, we use a
convolution unit to learn patterns in local features
for stance classification, and the tree model propagates the signal up the tree for the rumor classification at the root of the tree.
To evaluate our models, we use a humanlabeled Twitter dataset that contains stance labels
and rumor labels for around two thousand rumour
threads related to five different events. Our proposed models achieve the state-of-the-art performance, outperforming the current best model by

12% and 15% on F1-macro for rumor classification and stance classification tasks respectively.

2

Models for Tree Structured Social
Media Conversations

Tai et al. 2015 proposed a tree structured LSTM
networks and showed its utility on two tasks of semantic relatedness and sentiment classification. In
their work, the tree LSTM is composed of sentence sub-phrases using a given syntactic structure. The benefits of using a recursive tree approach was discussed by Li et al. (Li et al., 2015)
where the authors concluded that tree models are
more suitable for root level identification. Socialmedia conversations are naturally structured as
trees. Can Tree LSTMs be used for classifying
node labels in such conversations trees? In this
work, we try to answer this question by modeling
conversations as trees where each node in the tree
is a sentence representation (Fig. 2). Node labels
in tree structured conversations can be learned using: a) branches of the tree as input to an LSTM
(Branch LSTM Model) as used in many prior research e.g. (Zubiaga et al., 2016a, 2018) b) using
the entire tree as the input (Tree LSTM Model) c)
modifying the structure of the tree to better capture the inherent correlations in conversations for
a given task (Binarized Constituency Tree LSTM
Model). We discuss these formulations next.
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Figure 4: Tree LSTM model: Latent vectors at all
nodes (except the root node) are used to predict stance
label and the latent vector at the root node is used to
predict the rumor-veracity label of the conversation.
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In branch LSTM, the encodings of source-tweet
text and the replies text along a tree branch are
used as the input and the stance-labels are used
as the output (as illustrated in Fig. 3). Using a
simple text encoder (like mean of a word vectors),
at each step, the LSTM gets a sentence embedding
and predicts a label. The process is repeated for
all nodes in the thread. For example, if we take
the thread (T1-R1-R11) (see an example thread in
Fig. 1), the LSTM takes the R11 as the input in the
first time step, R1 as the input in the second time
step and T1 as the input in the third time step.

FC +
Rumor
Softmax

Branch LSTM Model

Stance
Softmax
FC +

2.1

Tree LSTM Model

Comm.

Deny
Query
Comm.

Deny
Query
Comm.

FC +
Rumor
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True
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Figure 3: Branch LSTM: Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) architecture for sequence labeling. T1 , R1 and
R11 are embeddings. At each time step, the LSTM
uses a sentence embedding vector as input to output a
stance label. At the root node T1, the RNN outputs a
rumor-veracity label.

Modelling tree conversations as branches of the
tree has two limitations: a) repetition of input as
many branches share nodes (e.g. root node is
present in all branches) b) no communication between branches during the learning process. The
LSTM uses branches independently. Thus, there is
no communication between branches during training and inference. We expect that not all branches
are useful to predict the veracity of a rumor post
and a few branches might have stronger signal.
The branch LSTM weighs all branches equally
and therefore, is likely to under perform when
there are many uninformative branches in a tree.
This problem is solved in Tree LSTM.

A typical social-media conversations consists of a
post (source post), its reply and reply to the replies.
This is a tree structure with the source post as the
root node and the replies as the child nodes. Models for such tree structures was explored in (Tai
et al., 2015) where authors suggested a modification of the LSTM cell to accommodate an unknown number of inputs at a node. For a general
tree with any number of child nodes, they suggested ‘Child Sum Unit’ that sums the hidden vectors of child nodes (as in eqn. 8). We generalize
this formulation to accommodate other operations
as shown in Fig. 4.
h̃ = O

k∈C(j)

hk

(1)

where C(j) denotes the set of children of node
j and Ok is an operator that acts on the hidden
vector hk of child k to output h̃. Using this, we
define the LSTM transition equations as follows:


ij = σ W (i) xj + U i h˜j + b(i)
(2)
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fjk = σ W (f ) xj + U (f ) hk + b(f )

(3)



oj = σ W (o) xj + U o h˜j + b(o)

(4)



uj = tanh W (u) xj + U (u) h̃j + b(u)

(5)

2.3
X

fjk

ck

(6)

k∈C(j)

hj = oj

tanh(cj )

(7)

Except wherever specified, the notations used
are of standard Tree LSTM as described in Tai
et al. 2015.
2.2.1 Child Sum Tree Unit
The child-sum unit involves using sum of all hk
P
vectors which means O = . Therefore
X

h̃ =

hk

(8)

k∈C(j)

Binarized Constituency Tree (BCTree)
LSTM Model

Social media conversations are in the format of a
tree where a node can have many children. Converting this tree structure to another tree structure
in which each node always contain two children
creates a consistent format which is convenient for
matrix operations needed to train neural networks.
Additionally, for tasks like stance learning, where
its important to compare a reply against its source
post, a source reply-pair should be placed such that
the contrast features can be effectively learned. To
achieve this, we modify the original structure to a
binary tree which we call Binarized Constituency
Tree (BCTree).

2.2.2 Child Max-Pooling Unit
The child max-pooling unit involves using the
maximum of all hk vectors across a dimension.
Therfore
(9)

2.2.3 Child Convolve + MaxPooling Tree Unit
Child convolve uses convolution operation of the
set of child hidden vectors i.e. O = ~ where
~ denotes vector convolution operation. As a
normal tree node can have any number of child
nodes, convolution operation using all child nodes
requires a max-pooling operation to preserve the
dimension of h̃.
h̃ = max ~k∈C(j) hk
P

(10)

where ~ denotes vector convolution operation and
maxP denotes max pooling operation. A 2d convolution over h matrix results in another matrix
and the max pooling operator maps the matrix to
vector containing the maximum value of each column in the matrix.
A neural-network model (like an LSTM) expects a pre-defined size of input. Using an operation that reduces the children hidden layer matrix
h̃ to fixed dimension vector like in equation 8 or in
equation 10 attempts to solve the problem. However, these reduction operators have limitations
e.g. ‘sum’ weighs all children equally and ’convolve+maxpool’ only picks the convoluted features with maximum value. Ideally this importance factor should be learned from data itself,
which is what we intend to achieve using Binarized Constituency Tree (BCTree) LSTM Model.
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Figure 5: BCTree LSTM model: Latent vectors at virtual parent node of each leaf node is used to predict
stance labels (e.g. HR1R11 to predict stance of R11)
and the latent vector at the root node is used to predict
the rumor-veracity label of the conversation.

In BCTree, all source posts and their replies appear as leaf nodes (Fig. 5). A reply is always
paired with its source (this requires source node
to be duplicated) and they are connected to a new
(virtual) parent node. To construct a BCTree from
a tree, we replace all parent node with a new virtual node. The original parent node and a child
node are then connected to the new virtual parent
node. If a parent node has more than one child, additional virtual nodes are created to keep the tree
binary.
Because each node in a BCTree always has only
two children, and therefore is consistent, many operators are trivially supported. E.g. we can use
hidden vector concatenation. Similarly, for convolution, a convolution unit with kernel size 2 and
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stride size 1 (comparing a source post and a reply)
preserves the dimension of hk (as BCTree node always have 2 children). Thus additional operation
like ‘Sum’ or ‘MaxPooling’ is not needed.
2.3.1

Child Sum BCTree Unit

This uses the same operation as in the normal tree
structure (see equation 8).
2.3.2

Child Concat BCTree Unit
h̃ = ⊕k∈C(j) hk

(11)

Events

True

False

Unverified

Charlie Hebdo
(CH)
Sydney siege
(SS)
Ferguson (FG)
Ottawa shooting (OS)
Germanwingscrash (GC)
Total

193

116

149

382

86

54

10
329

8
72

266
69

94

111

33

1008

393

571

where ⊕ denotes vector concatenation operation.
Table 1: Conversation threads in the Pheme dataset

2.3.3

Child Convolve BCTree Unit
h̃ = ~k∈C(j) hk

(12)

where ~ denotes vector convolution operation.
2.3.4

Combinations of BCTree Units

Because a BCTree has a uniform structure, any
combination of the previous discussed units can
also be combined together. Some possible combinations we try are ’Convolve + Concat’, ’Convolve
+ Sum ’ and ’Convolve + Concat + Sum ’.

3

Events Support

Deny

Query

Comment

CH
SS
FG
OS
GC
Total

58
89
91
76
11
325

53
98
99
63
28
341

721
700
718
477
173
2789

239
220
176
161
69
865

Table 2: Stance labels for Tweets in the conversations.
Event codes are described in Tab. 1

Experiments and Results

3.1

Datasets

We use Pheme 5 events dataset. This dataset was
created as a part of the Pheme project 1 which
aims to find and verify rumors shared on socialmedia platforms (Zubiaga et al., 2015, 2016b).
The dataset consist of Twitter conversation threads
on five different events and contains three types of
annotations. Each thread is labeled as either rumor or non-rumor. Rumors are annotated for their
veracity as ‘true’, ‘false’ or ‘unverified’ (see Tab.
1). For a subset of the true rumors, we also have
stance labels for each reply in the threaded conversations. The stance labels are ‘support’, ‘deny’,
‘comment’ and ‘query’ (see Tab. 2). As we can
observe in Tab. 2, this dataset is highly skewed
towards ‘comment’.

3.2

Feature Representation

We use four different models that have shown
good results on various NLP tasks to extract text
features.
1

https://www.pheme.eu/

3.2.1 Mean of Glove word vectors
To get word vectors, we used Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) and the mean of these word vectors are used as the sentence embedding. Before
extracting the Glove word vectors, we perform
some basic text cleaning which involves removing any @mentions, any URLs and the Twitter
artifact (like ‘RT’) which gets added before a retweet. Some tweets, after cleaning did not contain
any text (e.g. a tweet that only contains a URL
or an @mention). For such tweets, we generate
an embedding vector containing uniformly generated numbers between -0.5 and 0.5. The same text
cleaning was performed before generating features
for all embeddings described in the rest of the paper.
3.2.2 BERT embeddings
BERT 2 is not a ready to use model to generate
embeddings in its original form. It is rather a
model that can be tuned for a task (Devlin et al.,
2018). We first tried to tune the model on our rumor classification task. But since the rumor classification dataset is relatively small, while evalu2
https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrainedBERT
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ating we found that tuning did not lead to a good
performance. We then considered other datasets
that can be used for tuning. Because natural language entailment task (which predicts entailment,
contradiction, or neutral between two sentences) is
similar to stance learning, we use the BERT model
and tune it on Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference task (Williams et al., 2018). The tuned
model is then used to generate BERT embedding
which is the vector representation on the last layer
of the Bert model. This tuned BERT model generates a 768 dimension vector for each sentence.
3.2.3 Skipthought (SKP) embeddings
We use the pre-trained model shared by the authors of Skipthought (Kiros et al., 2015) 3 . The
model uses a neural-network that takes sentences
as input and generate a 4800 dimension embedding for each sentence. Thus, on our dataset, for
each post in Twitter conversations, we get a 4800
dimension vector.
3.2.4 DeepMoji (EMT) embeddings
We use the DeepMoji (Felbo et al., 2017) pretrained model 4 to generate deepmoji vectors. Like
skipthought, DeepMoji is a neural network model
that takes sentences as input and outputs a 64 dimension feature vectors.
3.2.5

Skipthought and DeepMoji joint
(SKPEMT) embeddings
Because DeepMoji and Skipthoughts are different
types of encodings, we also tried a concatenated
version of them which we call SKPEMT. This encoding is of size 4864 dimension.

3.3

Models Training

Following the convention in prior work (Zubiaga
et al., 2018), we use event wise cross-validation,
which means out of five events, four events are
used to train a model and one event is used to validate the performance.
We define the overall objective function using
cross-entropy loss, as can be seen in equation 13,
where i ∈ n samples, j are classes, y is the (onehot) true label, and p is the probability output for
each label. In multi-task training, the total loss is
the sum of loss for stance learning task and rumor
learning task. As shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig.
3
4

5, we use the output of the softmax layer for classifying stance and rumor labels of nodes in trees.
L(y, p) = −

1X
yij log(pij )
n

(13)

i,j

All operations in our models are fully differentiable, so these models can be trained end-to-end.
Because the dataset has unbalanced labels, we can
use over sampling of minority classes to create
balanced input to train models. For rumor, balancing is easy as each tree has one rumor label, so
we over-sample minority labeled trees to balance
the training set. For stance labels, balancing is not
trivial. The stance classes can be balanced by creating duplicate nodes of minority classes and connecting the new nodes to the original parent nodes.
However, this results in changing the structure of
trees. Thus we only used balancing on original
conversation trees for stance classification and not
for rumor classification on BCTrees.
Our LSTM models are built using PyTorch 5
and DGL library 6 . The Branch LSTM models used feature vectors as input, adds an LSTM
layer, a linear dense activation layer followed by
a dropout (0.3) (Srivastava et al., 2014) and uses
a softmax layer for the output (rumor or stance).
The models are trained using stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) optimization using a cross-entropy
loss function. The size of LSTM hidden layer and
learning rate were used as hyper-parameter. The
learning rate we tried were in range .0001 to 0.01.
The LSTM layer size we tried varied from 16 to
256. We found 64 to be the best hidden dimension
vector size and 0.08 to be a good learning rate for
training the branch LSTMs. Once we find the best
value for these hyper parameters by initial experiments, they remain unchanged during training and
evaluations of the model for all five events.
The training of tree models also followed the
same pattern except they use an entire tree conversation. The convolution units use convolution
kernels of size 2 (i.e. it used two hidden vectors at
time) and stride of 1. We tried learning rate from
0.001 to 0.1, and .008 was found to work the best.
We again used stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
optimization with a cross-entropy loss function.
For multi-task training, we used step wise training
that alternates between rumor objective and stance
objective. We train the models for 30 epochs.
5

https://github.com/ryankiros/skip-thoughts
https://github.com/huggingface/torchMoji

6
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https://pytorch.org/
https://www.dgl.ai

Model↓ Event →
CH
SS
FG
Majority
0.189
0.190
0.197
Branch LSTM Models
GLOVE
0.332
0.322
0.298
BERT
0.384
0.393
0.332
SKP
0.424
0.417
0.373
EMT
0.370
0.332
0.365
SKPEMT
0.428
0.424
0.397
Tree LSTM Models - ‘Child Sum’ Cell Type
BERT
0.512
0.580
0.528
SKP
0.490
0.565
0.540
EMT
0.443
0.514
0.444
SKPEMT
0.509
0.577
0.524
Tree LSTM Models - ‘Child Convolve + MaxPooling’ Cell Type
BERT
0.510
0.564
0.522
SKP
0.514
0.579
0.553
EMT
0.486
0.478
0.530
SKPEMT
0.480
0.574
0.497
Prior Research
(Zubiaga et al., 2018)
0.465
0.446
0.373
(Zubiaga
et
al., 0.427
0.495
0.390
2016a)
(Lukasik et al., 2016)
0.326
0.323
0.260

OS
0.192

GC
0.175

Mean F1
0.188

0.305
0.380
0.454
0.399
0.463

0.385
0.425
0.455
0.442
0.468

0.329
0.383
0.425
0.381
0.436

0.481
0.495
0.453
0.504

0.522
0.568
0.509
0.529

0.524
0.532
0.473
0.529

0.476
0.469
0.439
0.477

0.530
0.547
0.496
0.598

0.520
0.532
0.486
0.525

0.475
0.457

0.543
0.523

0.460
0.458

0.323

NA

NA

Table 3: Stance learning results: F1-score (macro) and mean of F1-macro (Mean-F1) for different events.

F 1stance =

F 1deny + F 1f avor + F 1query + F 1com.
4
(14)

F 1rumor =

3.4

F 1true + F 1f alse + F 1unverif ied
3

(15)

Stance Classification Results

We present the results of evaluating the models for
stance classification in Tab. 3. The Tree LSTM

model that uses ‘Child Convolve + Maxpooling’
with skipthought features outperforms all other
models (0.532 mean f1). The Tree LSTM model
using ‘Child sum’ unit performs equally well on
mean value but was worse on three events.

Q 0.50 0.15 0.34 0.01
True label

S 0.13 0.62 0.16 0.09
D 0.27 0.31 0.40 0.02

Predicted label

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

C

D

S

C 0.01 0.11 0.03 0.84
Q

To evaluate the trained models, we use F1-score
which is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Rather than using accuracy, we
use F1-score as the metric for evaluating the performance of the models for two reasons: a) Pheme
dataset (the dataset we use) is skewed towards
one class (‘comment’), hence, a classifier that predicts the majority class can get a good accuracy.
F1-score (macro) balances the classes and considers precision as well as recall. 2) Prior work on
this dataset used F1-score (Zubiaga et al., 2018).
Thus, the use of this measure allows to compare
with prior research. The performance for a validation event is the F1-macro obtained by evaluating the model trained on all data except the validation event data. This step is performed for all five
events, and the mean of F1-macro scores from all
five events is used to compare the models. For the
stance classification task, the F1-score (macro) is
defined in Eqn. 14. For the rumor classification
task, the F1-score (macro) is defined in Eqn. 15.

Figure 6: Normalized stance confusion matrix. Q, S,
D and C labels indicate ‘Query’, ‘Support’, ’Deny’ and
‘Comments’ respectively.

In Fig. 6, we show the confusion matrix for the
best performing stance classifier. As we can observe, the model is best at classifying ‘Comment’
and is worst at classifying ‘Denial’. The poor performance of the denial class could be partially attributed to the unbalance of classes (‘Deny’ being
the smallest) in the dataset.
If we compare the stance classification results
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based on feature types, we see that BERT and SKP
are often comparable and EMT is slightly worse
then them. SKPEMT performs better than EMT
and BERT, but is as not as good as SKP. Because
of space limitation, we do not present results for
Glove features for Tree based models as, in almost all cases, the mean of Glove vectors as sentence representation performed worse than other
features.
For stance learning, the BCTree based models
did not work as well as the Tree LSTM based models. This is likely because we are not able to balance stance classes in BCT trees. BCTrees stance
nodes can be balanced before binarizing, but that
adds many additional new nodes. These new virtual nodes don’t have stance labels and results in
poor performance.

If we compare the different types of features,
SKP features outperformed others in almost all
cases. It should be noted that SKP features are also
higher in dimension (4800) in comparison to EMT
64 and BERT 768. If we compare, multi-task vs
single-task, in almost all cases, performance improved by training in a multitask fashion.

Rumor Classification Results

BERT SKPEMT

0.359 0.332 0.347
0.348 0.341 0.364
0.352 0.339 0.375
0.365 0.359 0.370
0.356
0.335
0.353
0.354
0.354
0.349
0.341
0.343

0.338
0.337
0.329
0.340
0.326
0.333
0.324
0.342

0.34

0.20

0.46

U

0.12

0.54

0.35

T

0.371
0.362
0.364
0.364
0.352
0.357
0.364
0.354

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.20

0.17

0.62
T

EMT

True label

CellType ↓ Feature → SKP
Branch LSTM - Multitask
0.358
Tree LSTM - Multitask
Sum
0.364
MaxPool
0.369
Convolve + MaxPool
0.379
BCTree LSTM - Multitask
Sum
0.371
Convolve
0.367
Convolve+Sum
0.353
Convolve + Concat
0.370
MaxPool
0.353
Convolve+MaxPool
0.363
Concat + Sum
0.364
Convolve+Sum+Concat 0.366
Baselines and Prior Research
(Kochkina et al., 0.329
2018)
NileTMRG (Enayet 0.339
and El-Beltagy, 2017)
Majority
0.223

F

U

We present the rumor classification results in Table
4.

F

3.5

the best performance was obtained using ‘Maxpool’ cell with a Tree LSTM model. We expected
BCTree LSTM to work better than Tree LSTM.
They are almost comparable but BCTree LSTM is
slightly worse. This is likely because binarizing a
tree creates many new nodes (without labels), and
as height of trees increase it becomes more difficult for LSTMs to propagate useful information to
the top root node for rumor-veracity classification.

Predicted label

0.2

Figure 7: Normalized rumor confusion matrix. F, U
and T labels indicate ‘False’, ‘Unverified’ and ‘True’
respectively.

Table 4: Rumor classification results: Mean F1score from different cell-type and feature-type combinations. For NileTMRG, we used the results presented
in (Kochkina et al., 2018), Tbl. 3.

For rumor classification, the best performing
model uses ‘Convolve + MaxPool’ as units in Tree
LSTM (Mean F1 of 0.379 using SKP features)
and is trained in multi-task fashion. Other comparable models are ‘sum’ and ‘Convolve + concat’
units with BCTree LSTM. For SKPEMT features,

Overall, for rumor classification, the best model
is the LSTM model that uses ’Convolve + MaxPool’ unit and trained on Tree LSTM using multitask. This exceeds the best prior work by 12%
in f1-score. For this model, we show the confusion matrix in Fig. 7. As we can observe, ‘True’
(T) and ‘Unknown’ (U) performs equally well and
the ‘False’ (F) rumor is the most confusing class.
The poor performance of ‘False’ rumors could be
linked to the poor performance of ‘Denials’ stance
in stance classification. Prior research have shown
that a high number of denials is a good indicator
of ‘False’ rumors, and therefore a model that is
poor at predicting denials also performs poorly at
predicting ‘False’ rumors.
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4

Related Work

Stance learning and rumor detection lie at the intersection of many different fields. We highlight
important related topics here.
4.1

4.3

Stance Learning

Computational approaches of Stance learning –
which involves finding people’s attitude about a
topic of interest – have primarily appeared in two
flavors. 1) Recognizing stance in debates (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010; Ozer et al., 2016) 2)
Conversations on online social-media platforms.
Since our research focuses on conversations on
social-media platforms, we discuss some important contributions here. Mohammad et al. built a
stance dataset using Tweets and organized a SemEval competition in 2016 (Task 6). Many researchers (Augenstein et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016;
Wei et al., 2016) used the dataset and proposed algorithms to learn stance from this text data. In almost the same time frame, work on stance in conversations appeared in the context of fake-news
and misinformation identification, we discuss this
in the next section.
4.2

Rumor and Misinformation
Identification

Finding misinformation on social-media platforms
has been an active area of research in recent years
(Hassan et al., 2015; Lukasik et al., 2015; Dang
et al., 2016; Volkova et al., 2017; Zubiaga et al.,
2018; Zhou et al., 2019; Sharma et al., 2019). Rumor detection that uses stance in the reply posts
was in initiated by the Pheme project 7 and was
popularized as a SemEval 2017 task 8 8 . The task
involved predicting stance (‘supporting’, ‘denying’, ‘commenting’ and ‘querying’) in replies to
rumor posts on Twitter and the dataset is described
in (Zubiaga et al., 2015, 2016b). A number of researchers used this dataset and proposed many algorithms. For example, (Derczynski et al., 2017)
proposed an LSTM that uses branches in conversation trees to classify stance in reply posts, and
(Kochkina et al., 2018) used sequential classifiers
for joint stance and rumor classification. More recently (Ma et al., 2018) suggested two tree structured neural-networks to find rumors i.e. if a post
is rumor or not. In this work, we focus on rumorveracity and stance learning objectives. Our work
7
8

https://www.pheme.eu/
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/S17-2006

extends this thread of research by showing that
convolution operations that compare source and
reply tweets are more effective in learning stance
and rumor-veracity.
LSTM and Convolutional Neural
Networks

Deep neural networks (DNN) have shown great
success in many fields (Hinton et al., 2012). Researchers have used DNNs for various NLP tasks
like POS tagging, named entity recognition (Collobert and Weston, 2008). Convolution neural networks (LeCun et al., 2010) are popular in computer vision tasks for quite some time but lately
they have shown potential in NLP tasks as well
(Zhang et al., 2015). Yoon Kim (Kim, 2014) used
convolution neural networks (CNN) for various
NLP tasks. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work that uses a convolution unit in
LSTMs.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we explored a few variants of LSTM
cells for rumor-veracity and stance learning tasks
in social-media conversations. We also proposed
a new Binarized Constituency Tree structure to
model social-media conversations. Using a human labeled dataset with rumor-veracity labels
for source posts and stance labels for replies,
we evaluated the proposed models and compared
their strengths and weaknesses. We find that using convolution unit in LSTMs is useful for both
stance and rumor classification. We also experimented with different types of features and find
that skipthoughts and BERT are competitive features while skipthoughts have slight advantage for
rumor-veracity prediction task.
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